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Abstract: Day by day ECG monitoring system different technologies and methodology for acquisition of data from various modules are improving very fast. Furthermore we need ECG signal in real time aspects so that what type of processing and filtering unit is required and how much preferable it is that all things are comes into low cost and better quality performance. In hospital doctors have large ECG machine which provides perfect reading but patient cannot move during collecting data. In recent years technology is diverted on wireless area network. Now small size of ECG machine available in market which is very cost effective but patient can move along with ECG machine and more over transmit data to doctor over more distance. ECG terminal may use 24 hours continuous monitoring in home or healthcare. The main thing about this ECG monitoring system can give the best result and comfort while taking heart reading of patient.

Index Terms - ECG monitoring system, Wireless standards, Channels, leads.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECG monitoring system has several advantages when it connected with wireless area network. Combination of embedded and wireless system is more affordable when we are talking about movement during taking ECG signals from patient’s body. This is easier for patients who are suffering from heart problem and post recovery from any of the places. Heart beat monitoring for long distance without limitations of area that is cover by this system. Hospital and medical resources are really uneven distributed in our country. Limited number of hospital in rural area and number of people is in huge amount who suffers from heart disease and some of them dead

Because they don’t have treatment or precautions at the time when it requires so that this system helps those people to use communication with their doctor what they have to do for pre-treatment. This paper provides you low cost, low power consumption and large facility for hardware and software. To meet requirement of ECG signal which have speed 500SPS or more than that and also multiple channels or multiple leads are require for better quality of the signal. Now ECG signal is available in single channel and multiple channels. Single channel or three channels have moderated output waveform where 12 leads and 10 electrodes have perfect output signal and more satisfied results but carryout more than five electrodes are somewhat not comfortable for patient so that monitoring purpose most of the wireless ECG have three channel or five channel system. There is standard 12 lead which is derived by 10 electrodes fig 1 show 10 electrodes placement.

Fig 1: Twelve electrodes placement
This electrode defines leads which provide to the ECG module and amplifiers for getting output from channels. Standard 12 leads description is below. In fig 2 shows standard three leads which is derived by three main electrodes RA, LA and LL.

![Fig.2 standard leads](image)

Equation for this three leads are

1) Lead I=RA-LA  
2) Lead II=LL-RA  
3) Lead III=LL-LA  

Fig 3 show augmented leads which are derived by standard leads and electrodes.

![Fig.3 Augmented leads](image)

Equation for augmented leads is

1) aVR = RA-1/2(LA+LL)  
2) aVL = LA-1/2(RA+LL)  
3) aVF = LL-1/2(RA+LA)  

Precordial leads

This leads are on horizontal plane and different from six leads. This electrode for precordial leads are v1, v2, v3, v4, v5 and v6 are behaving as positive terminal of amplifier and negative is WCT.

II. REVIEW OF WORK

Wireless ECG monitoring system is having problem with connection of electrodes with body which is sticky to patients body and that need hydrogel on electrodes there is another problem with noise when data is converted to analog to digital format this conversion is also have some noisy data. To remove this noise some extra circuit and filter are needed. Some solution of problem due to electrodes and conversion is mentioned in this paper.

III. METHODOLOGY

A new concept of wireless electrode is used by R.Fensil. Electrodes are stick on the patient body using hydrogel. This electrodes which is create one lead connected to the transmitter and several Battery powers which allows approximately five hour continuous transfer signal and this signals collect by PDA (personal digital assistant) which connected with HHD (hand held device) using RS232 which shows in figure 4.this product operated at 434.32MHz carrier frequency for Nordic nRF401 for processing and it will have 0.5 - Hz High pass filter and 150 Hz Low pass filter with differential gain of 250.friens use conclude in their own signal comparison that
nine QRS detection algorithms applied digital filter in all of them notch filter is better[1]. At the data collection time patient has a small device which transmit data on GPRS and received at clinical station. HHD has part of analyze the data and recorded for some amount of time. Clinical station has to do analysis data and if any unnecessary waves are shown in output staff can instruct that patient at precaution level. System configuration is Microsoft software of 2003 for PDA and Fujitsu-Siemens used in LOOX 700.

In 2007 H. Fariborzi, M. Moghavvemi, S. Mehrkanoon publish a paper and he denoted low power microcontroller based ECG machine which have amplifier for more cancellation of noise from ECG signal not concentrating on more than CMRR. Using MSP430F1612 which have 16 bit low power RISC architecture for processing. Transceiver have range of 100m which achieved by inverted-F micro-strip antenna on PCB.[2]

In 2009 Jing Liang, Yinquin Wu done wireless ECG monitoring system using OMAP. There is two part of this system where filtering and processing takes place. Now x86 architecture is expensive solution for the board of PC104 which is higher power consumption are occurred. FPGA is the solution for low power consumption but x86 architecture is not suitable for this board so that OMAP is used for this system. OMAP is containing two boards ARM and DSP where ARM is used for controlling and DSP is known for processing. Here ECG signals are takes from electrodes and gives it to A/D converter and gives to OMAP. For software point of view two methods are there one is DSP/BIOS which is provided by Texas Instruments and second one is DSP gateway which is better option for LINUX user. Output of A/D converter is gives to the OMAP which have some noisy results which contain 50 Hz frequency. 8 to 16 bit resolution is provide by A/D converter up to 1KHz sampling rate. Using SPI protocol this output gives to DSP TMS320C55x that use LADT (linear approximation distance Thresholding) algorithm.[3] ARM (ARM926EJ-S) containing Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth. Around all standards using WI FI is better option for long distance. Wireless transmission of data packets are control by LINUX IPC mechanism and remote client synchronization. Data packets are stay in buffer until remote client gives acknowledgment that data is arrived with out and data loss and encryption occurs.[3]
In 2012 Bin Yu and Lisheng Xu, Yongxu Li is concentrate on low power consumption in ECG monitoring system.[4] Medical instruments having problem with high power consumption modules are used but the wireless system is being heavy with high power battery. Bluetooth low energy module is very low power consumption which can use a coin cell for few months or a year basis. So they have used electrodes for data collect from body and ADC module used by 8051 which processed data analog to digital and then it connects to Bluetooth low energy module. When electrodes are not connected with Bluetooth low energy that time module is in sleep mode so power is less. ECG system in on state Bluetooth low energy (v4.0) is connect with smart phone and this BLE have different profile for that GATT profile for advertising and GAP profile for connection and bonding purpose. Mobile having ECG analyzer by E.P limited and this application is used x code and c language. It having three main part first was data acquisition second was data processing and third was mobile application which shown in below figure.[4]

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 7 ECG signal
Figure 7 shows the result of R. Fensil wireless ECG machine with provide one lead output. But in 2007 which methods and module describe above is gives three leads output and gives better result than fig 7 and specialist of cardiac system is says it is perfect at P, QRS complex and T wave as 81.5%, 98.1% and 85.2% respectively. [1] This is all analysis done in MATLAB. This system is affected when power line loss are take place and P wave is absent or T wave is in elevation case that time system is not gives output correctly. This can be overcome by negative false convert into positive false.

In OMAP based wireless ECG gives wireless data which shows below graph figure 8 shows noise data without filtering and figure 9 shows data after filtering this data is real time plot on MATLAB with using LADT algorithm. [2]

Figure 10 shows result of remote client which get this data on mobile application.

BLE based wireless system result shown below which is having two electrode and single lead output on mobile phone without any noise. This is more preferable when you are having single lead in your system.
V. CONCLUSION

From this paper there is different ECG monitoring system for wireless data reception. Some of them electrodes having continuous transmission recording of heart event tachycardia, Bradycardiac and other syndromes of heart can be detect by this systems. Some of them occupying low power consumption, better quality of signal, less area requirement and low cost. Till now three lead or five lead ECG monitoring system is made wireless. Twelve lead of ECG is more preferable when come to analyse and detect symptoms of heart disease more perfect and till now it has been wired ECG system because of more electrodes are occupy in system.
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